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Background photo is of the Cerro Armazones Observatory site in Chile, where the telescope
and camera will be installed.
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The IRIS Telescope and Camera
•IRIS = Infrared Imaging Survey System

•Camera will take images in the near-infrared

•Telescope is being fabricated in Germany

•Camera and its components is being fabricated in the US (Hawaii)

•Telescope will be erected at Cerro Armazones in Chile

Camera Components
•Mounting piece interfaces between camera and telescope

•Optics are surrounded by cooling cryostat system

•Reduces false infrared counts

•Interior to a vacuum allowing for the relative isolation of the cooling system

1) Tested the existing vacuum and cryostat pieces

• Vacuum was near perfect and held

• Cryostat held for over 24 hour goal (tested by weight)

2) Designed a mounting piece and an extended vacuum casing

• Needed to allow for smooth interface within vacuum

• Allow for sturdy but simple connection to the telescope

3) Fabrication

• Practiced on smaller cryostat piece

• Fabricated newly designed vacuum casing

Abstract
Perhaps as important as the telescope itself is the camera recording the telescope’s images.  The camera for the IRIS (InfraRed Imaging Survey) telescope, to be placed in Chile in 2009, requires a complicated design. The infrared camera requires
cooling to avoid false imaging from proximate heat sources.  This is accomplished with a cryostat: in this case, a canister filled with liquid nitrogen within a well-insulated vacuum casing. Using AutoCAD, I have improved the design for the vacuum casing
and designed a piece to mount the camera to the telescope.  The end designs for the vacuum casing and the mount allow for ease of use, ease of access, effective weight distribution, and have a reasonable overall weight.  They are of exceptional
strength, ensuring that the large camera is well supported, and provide a successful vacuum and, therefore, cryostat.  After creating the designs, the pieces were successfully furbished and assembled.  The cryostat system for the camera was tested for
holding time.  A near perfect vacuum was achieved and the liquid nitrogen remained for 26 hours in initial tests, surpassing our goal of 24 hours.  This suggests that additional measures to keep the camera cold, such as the use of gold for insulation, wil
l not be necessary if the new casings perform similarly.  The end design for the vacuum casing and the mount are effective and practical, meeting or exceeding all of our goals for the IRIS telescope camera cryostat system.

AutoCAD drawing of the entire camera enclosure, showing the vacuum
casing, cryostat, and mounting piece.

4) Tested the new parts

• Assembled vacuum with new pieces inside to make sure they fit

• Pumped vacuum was satisfactory

5) Replaced electronics for the filter wheel

• Extended female to male connection from electronics box to filter
wheel

• New female connection to the Hall Effect (position) sensor  and
stepper motor

My work on the system:
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Results
•Vacuum was tested using o-rings, with a moderate cleaning, and it held for
the desired period.

•The wiring was tested with a multimeter and all connections were effective.

•Wiring was then tested by running the control program for the filter wheel.

•The C program for the stepper motor needed to be adjusted for new gears
(they have a different number of teeth) and has since been adjusted.


